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PAC Meeting
Rethinking I-94 Phase 2
May 7, 2021

1. Welcome and hellos (10 min)
2. Recap and themes from April meeting (20 min)
3. Zone demographics and transportation themes –
Phase 1 (10 min)

Agenda

4. Reconstruction corridors across the country (25
min)
5. Livability workshop status and outcomes (25 min)
6. Next steps (5 min)
7. Open comment (15 min)
Next PAC Meeting: 07/30/2021
Time: 10:00 AM

Welcome

Welcome and Hellos
• Introductions

Policy Advisory Committee Members
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MnDOT Commissioner Margaret
Anderson Kelliher (Committee Chair)

Wendall Meyer, Federal Highway Administration

Senator Bobby Joe Champion

Metropolitan Council Chair Charlie Zelle

Senator Kari Dziedic

Metropolitan Council Member Kris Fredson

Senator Omar Fateh

Hennepin County Commissioner Angela Conley

Senator D. Scott Dibble

Hennepin County Commissioner Kevin Anderson

Senator Erin Murphy

Ramsey County Commissioner Rafael Ortega

Senator Sandra Pappas

Ramsey County Commissioner Jim McDonough

Representative Koahly Her

Minneapolis Mayor Jacob Frey

Representative Rena Moran

Minneapolis Council Member Lisa Goodman
(Alternate Patrick Sadler)

Representative Carlos Mariani

Minneapolis Council Member Jamal Osman

Representative Esther Agbaje

St. Paul Mayor Melvin Carter

Representative Frank Hornstein

St. Paul Council Member Dai Thao

Representative Hodan Hassan

St. Paul Council Member Mitra Jalali

 Obtain consent on April discussion themes and
priorities

Today’s
Objectives

 Share previous input received regarding
transportation in and around the I-94 corridor
and ask if it is still valid
 Share what others are doing on major freeways
in urban areas
 Provide an update on MnDOT’s Livability
initiative
 Highlight upcoming activities

April PAC
Themes and
Priorities

PAC Themes
• Opportunity to engage, address present and be a
catalyst for the future – needs to be beyond the
immediate corridor

April PAC
Themes and
Priorities

PAC Themes
• Opportunity to engage

• Potential for bigger changes.
• Go to the people and where
they are.
• Not all desired outcomes may
be met by MnDOT – others
need to collaborate and
convene

April PAC
Themes and
Priorities

PAC Themes
• Opportunity to address
present

• Health and social impacts
• Negative impacts of the
transportation network
• Focus on connecting people
rather than just how fast
we move them.

April PAC
Themes and
Priorities

PAC Themes
• Opportunity to be a catalyst for the future – needs to
be beyond the immediate corridor
• People-centered approach when thinking about the future
• Economic impacts/benefits as well as addressing accessibility and
mobility beyond motorized vehicles.
• Opportunity to address state climate goals

April PAC
Themes and
Priorities

The priority is a healthy
community
• Healthy community
• Social
• Environmental

Phase 1 study area divided into 6 zones
 Current program area falls within Zones 2-4

Phase 1 - Zone
Demographics
and
Transportation
Themes

Phase 1 - Zone
Demographics
and
Transportation
Themes

Survey results

 1,255 respondents identified themselves as
people impacted by I-94 (living within 1 mile
of I-94 in the study area)
 “Please tell us your thoughts on what
changes or improvements you would like to
see along the I-94 corridor over the next 20
years”
 Open-ended responses coded and analyzed by zone

Phase 1 - Zone
Demographics
and
Transportation
Themes

Common themes among all population
groups:

 Maintain the highway better
 Add or repair noise barriers
 Create more pedestrian-/bicycle-friendly
spaces and connections across I-94
 Add more public transportation
 Maintain/add green spaces
 Improve traffic flow/fix bottlenecks

Phase 1 - Zone
Demographics
and
Transportation
Themes

Common themes among all population
groups:

 Improve entry and exit ramps (safety and
congestion)
 Improve access to freeway / cities /
neighborhoods
 Add more lanes, wider lanes/remove
bottlenecks
 Add MnPASS, bus and carpool lanes
 Satisfied with current development

Data gathering:

Phase 1 - Zone
Demographics
and
Transportation
Themes

 Desk review of 2015 American Community Survey
5-Year Estimates
 Baseline Survey (Oct./Nov. 2016)
 786 online interviews
 300 landline and cell phone interviews
 Target Groups:
 “Impacted” people (living within ½ mile of I-94)
 “Users” (living more than ½ mile from I-94)

 Market Segmentation Survey (Feb./Mar. 2017)
 455 online interviews
 801 landline and cell phone interviews
 Target Group: People living within one mile of I-94 study area

Segmentation survey topics:

Phase 1 - Zone
Demographics
and
Transportation
Themes

 Familiarity with MnDOT’s work in the I-94
corridor
 Expectations from MnDOT and how to
participate and provide feedback
 Civic engagement behaviors and attitudes
 Media usage for news and weather-related
items
 Laddering exercise that captured desires and
personal values of impacted residents

Levels of Engagement by Market Segments

Phase 1 - Zone
Demographics
and
Transportation
Themes

 Informed Observer: Mostly men, boomers and
students, education varies.
 Active Contributor: Higher income, retirees,
boomers, white.
 Hands on Contributor: Prevalent in Hennepin,
Millennial whites, black boomers, income not a
barrier.
 Unreached Observer: Mostly women, prevalent in
Ramsey, some blacks, Gen X with Bachelor’s
degree, multiracial.

Zone 2
Phase 1 - Zone
Demographics
and
Transportation
Themes
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 42,000 people
 6% identify as Hispanic or Latino
 38% below poverty level
 17% speak English less than “very well”
 Six neighborhoods:







Cedar-Riverside
Elliot Park
Prospect Park
Seward
University of Minnesota
Ventura Village

 Market Segments





Informed Observer: 22%
Financial Contributor: 23%
Hands on Contributor: 24%
Somewhat Disconnected: 32%

Phase 1 - Zone
Demographics
and
Transportation
Themes
Zone 2
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Phase 1 - Zone
Demographics
and
Transportation
Themes

 Zone 2 respondents:

 Commonly reported that they live in Prospect Park and
Seward neighborhoods.
 Commonly use Riverside Avenue, TH 280 and Franklin Avenue
entrance ramps to I-94.
 Commonly use the TH 280, Riverside Avenue, Snelling Avenue,
I-35 and Downtown Saint Paul exit ramps from I-94.
 Identified light rail as their preferred secondary method of
transportation

 Common recommendations:

Zone 2






Better traffic flow
Install noise barriers
Reorganize entry and exit ramps
Better road maintenance

Phase 1 - Zone
Demographics
and
Transportation
Themes
Zone 2

Other
Urban
Corridors

Nationwide Scan

Nationwide Scan of Reconstruction Project Experience
Gloria J Jeff, AICP
MnDOT – Metro District
Livability Director
mndot.gov
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Key Findings
 FHWA, local governments and elected officials, and community groups
(residential and business) are important stakeholders.
 Most of the projects were very urbanized The impacts tended to be human
rather than natural.
 The more public engagement, the better. It cannot be one-size-fits-all
 Say what you mean and mean what you say.

5/10/2021
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Project Overview
• Arkansas DOT: 30 Crossing is a 7-mile reconstruction and capacity improvement project
through downtown Little Rock and North Little Rock scheduled for completion in 2024-2025.
• Maricopa (AZ) MPO: The study area for the “Spine” Corridor Master Plan/PEL was a 31-mile
corridor for the reconstruction of I-10 and I-17 through central Phoenix. Planning efforts
began in 2014 and a PEL Statement was signed in March 2018.
• Illinois DOT: The corridor was a 13-mile east-west oriented eight-lane divided limited access
section of the Eisenhower Expressway from Mannheim Road in Hillside to Racine Avenue in
Chicago.
• Michigan DOT: The I-375 freeway is about one-mile long and connects I-75 directly to
Jefferson Avenue in Detroit. The project is currently in the environmental phase, and the
planned reconstruction will take the corridor from a depressed freeway to an at-grade
boulevard.
5/10/2021
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Project Overview
• North Carolina DOT: The corridor is a 1.2-mile section of Business 40 through
downtown Winston-Salem that carries 80,000 cars per day. There are 11 bridges in
that 1.2-mile corridor.
• Ohio DOT: The Opportunity Corridor is a planned boulevard in the Cleveland area
that will run from East 55th Street at I-490 to East 105th Street in University Circle.
• Ohio DOT: The Columbus Crossroads project alleviated the biggest safety and
congestion issues along the I-70/I-71 downtown corridor.
• South Carolina DOT: The I-526 Low country Corridor (LCC) is a 23-mile connection
that bridges the Charleston region. Original construction of the interstates dissected
environmental justice communities and the proposed improvements would impact
them again.
5/10/2021
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Project Overview
• South Dakota DOT: The I-229 Major Investment Study was an offshoot of the
2010 decennial study, which found that South Dakota will begin experiencing
congestion issues on the mainline in Sioux Falls (a new issue in the state).
• South Dakota DOT: The goal of the I-190 corridor project in Rapid City was to
study one interchange (Silver Street) and determine improvement options.
• Waco (Texas) MPO: The study corridor was a 7-mile section of US Business 77
that traverses through the cities of Waco, Bellmead, and Lacy Lakeview in
Texas. The MPO studied the corridor in 2016-17 and concluded a boulevard
redesign was warranted.
5/10/2021
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Where Are They in the Project Lifecycle?
• 30 Crossing (AR): The project started in 2014 with a PEL, and they are
currently doing a NEPA re-evaluation after completing an EA and selecting a
design build team in January 2019.
• Eisenhower Expressway (IL): They have a record of decision and final EIS.
They spent $40-50 million on a pump station but the rest of the project is on
hold due to lack of funding.
• I-375 (MI): They started the EA in 2017 and are working on the documents
now.
• Business 44 (NC): The project has been completed.
5/10/2021
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Where Are They in the Project Lifecycle?
• Opportunity Corridor (OH): The third phase of construction is underway and
scheduled to be completed in 2022.
• Low country Corridor (SC): Planning started in 2010, and they are now
prepping to start the EIS since “One Federal Decision” means they are on a
tight timeline.
• I-229 (SD): The primary study is done and now they are doing interchangespecific studies.
• I-190/Silver Street Interchange (SD): The new interchange is built.
• US Business 77 (TX): The first phase of the project is under construction.
5/10/2021
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Lessons Learned and Recommended Practices
• Planning is the best phase to undergo big project course changes.
• As early as possible in planning, connect with community leaders to build
those relationships for down the road when you are doing outreach.
• There are never too many meetings. Be able to talk about what you’re here
for and why without being defensive.
• Learn how to talk about large and complex projects in a digestible way.
• Use the Metropolitan Planning Organization, along with FHWA (and their
resource center), elected officials like mayors and community based
organizations.
5/10/2021
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Conclusions
 Creative solutions to address community impacts, such as on-the-job
training and recreation center expansion, can be funded with traditional
construction dollars as part of mitigation.
 Think about ways you can help the community that aren’t directly tied to
the project but can fall under mitigation.
 Partner with other entities, such as cities or non-profits, that can bring
additional funding for aesthetic enhancements.
 This project can set the tone for how MnDOT is perceived by the
community for future projects.
5/10/2021
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Project Websites
• 30 Crossing (AR)
• Link

• The “Spine” (AZ)
• Link

• Eisenhower Expressway (IL)
• Link

• I-375 (MI)
• Link

5/10/2021

• Business 40 (NC)

• I-229 MIS (SD)
• Link

• Link

• Opportunity Corridor (OH)

• I-90/Silver Street (SD)
• Link

• Link

• Columbus Crossroads (OH)

• US Business 77 (TX)
• Link

• Link

• Lowcountry Corridor (SC)
• Link

mndot.gov
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Questions?

5/10/2021
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Livability
Framework

What is Livability?
 Livability is using the quality, location, and type
of transportation facilities and services available
to help achieve broader community goals.

Why Livability is a matter for MnDOT

Livability
Framework

People in communities:
 Are interested in issues beyond the highway.
 Value involvement early and continuously and
need accurate, timely information.
 Want their values and visions to be reflected in
MnDOT project designs and decisions.

Why Livability is a matter for MnDOT

Livability
Framework

 MnDOT Goals statement calls for meeting the
needs of businesses and residents of Minnesota
through transportation
 Transportation moves people and the economy. It
contributes to folks’ ability to enjoy, prosper and
use the resources that make Minnesota a place for
folks to come.
 Partnerships with stakeholders is how MnDOT
achieves successful outcomes. MnDOT sees
success as a two way flow. MnDOT can also
contribute to the success of its partners and
stakeholders.

Livability Workshops

Livability
Framework

 Workshops are organized around the pillars of
Livability Framework








Connections
Economic Vitality
Equity
Public Health and the Environment
Safety
Sense of Place
Trust

Uses of Livability Workshops and Papers

Livability
Framework

 Serve as resource for project managers and
engagement folks
 Continues or fosters discusses among
stakeholders on how to collaborate for
achieving the shared vision
 Supports MnDOT role as a facilitator
 Provides recommendations for stakeholders,
government partners, and community.

Workshops conducted through March

Livability
Framework

 Workshop # 1 Overview – Review concept, gain an
understanding of Community Leaders point of view, set
the stage for the rest of the workshops
 Workshop #2 Economic Vitality – Reviewed concept,
conducted polling exercise to obtain data on what
Community Leaders viewed as part of the concept,
discussions in small groups about how to achieve, how
to measure and what is evidence of Economic Vitality
 Workshop #3 Sense of Place – Reviewed concept,
conducted Mentimeter exercise on What is Sense of
Place, where have you experienced sense of place,
small group discussions around how to achieve,
examples and what could the paper include

Overview Workshop

Livability
Framework

 Highlights from discussions

 Need to continue emphasis on reduction of vehicular trips
 Not only for people related travel but also consideration of the role of
freight traffic on the corridor

 Dissatisfied with MnDOT to separate environmental process
and Livability
 Increase investment in transit
 Community based organizations focus in on specific local
matters associated with restorative actions

Overview Workshop

Livability
Framework

 Highlights from discussions

 Clarity is needed on how input from the community will
influence decisions.
 Commuters should be able to see the neighborhood from the
roadway (Similar to less populated areas)
 Need to use language that is consistent with the
neighborhood’s norms and standards
 MnDOT needs to improve project selections while enhancing
community’s information sharing and education

Economic Vitality Workshop Summary

Livability
Framework

 Highlights of breakout sessions

 Healthy sustainable economy is where there are small
businesses owned by and serving the local community
 Use of the 15-minute City model for planning decisions
 People over profit
 Keep wealth in the community
 Integrate climate action into economic growth to ensure no
further harm

Key Takeaways of “Sense of Place” Workshop

Livability
Framework

 Improving a community’s visual quality and aesthetic
appearance
 Assuring and embracing multi-cultural aspects of a
community through “sense of place” measures
 Restoring the community’s “economic engines” through
creating small business opportunities
 Use the right of way by acknowledging and describing a
community for its visitors

Key Takeaways of “Sense of Place” Workshop

Livability
Framework

 Reducing emissions to improve air quality and which
will improve physical and mental health
 Improving the community’s walkability and other
multimodal use
 Figuring how to use right of way to build towards a
more sustainable future

Workshops Timeline

Livability
Framework

 Conducted on a monthly basis through
September 2021

 Summary that informs the draft Livability Paper on the topic
 Draft Papers to be presented to the Rethinking I-94
Committees
 Provide information for consideration in alternatives
development activities

Next Steps

Livability
Framework

 April workshop – Safety
 Continue to prepare draft documents
 Continue to provide updates to the Planning
and Policy Committee, the Technical Advisory
Committee, MnDOT internal groups and the
Policy Advisory Committee

Next Steps

Next Steps

• Public outreach
• Alternatives framework
• Livability items
Next PAC Meeting: 07/30/2021
Time: 10:00 AM

15-Minute Open Comment
 Requires advanced registration to speak

Open
Comment

 Speakers will be called upon and then unmuted
 Limited to 2 minutes per speaker
 Tell us something you care about as we go
forward
 Comments will receive a reply in the meeting
summary

Thank you

 Written comments can be submitted until May
14, 2021 on the project website for inclusion in
the meeting summary
Next PAC Meeting: 07/30/2021
Time: 10:00 AM

